September 11-14, 2018 is [respect] Week at KCC!

Know the line. [respect] the line. Protect the line.

Everyone can play a role in preventing sexual violence and creating a safe community where all people are treated with respect. Join us in standing up for respect by completing this short reflection.

**Know the Line:** Recognize the line between consensual sexual activity and sexual violence.
**Respect the Line:** Respect others by obtaining consent for all sexual activity.
**Protect the Line:** Bystanders can help prevent sexual violence from happening.

### REFLECTION:

- Some ways I can **know the line** for myself or others are...

- Some ways I can **[respect] the line** are...

- Some ways I can **protect the line** are...

*Bring your completed reflection to the PAU Violence table during our [respect] Fair in the Lama Library Learning Center (2nd floor) on September 12th between 10am-1pm to receive a prize!*